Open Classes - 2018 MBG “Weavin’ on Route 66” – July 10, 2018

14 1/2" D
Beginner

10" L x 6 1/2" W x 5" H w/o handle
Beginner

7" L x 5 1/2" W x 6" H
Advanced Beginner

Autumn Wreath

Poppy - Antique Spool Bobbin
Becky Bechtel

Critter Cradle

Debbie Mroczenski

Let's get ready for fall by weaving this
Festive Autumn Wreath! This easy project
is perfect for beginners. After weaving,
you can leave your reed natural or stain it
with coffee for a rich earthy look.
Students will choose a pre-made silk
flower swag and a ready made wired bow
to complete the project. You can make
new swags to change with the seasons.
Additional tools needed: Spray bottle,
shears

This class will be open to your creativity.
Various antique wood spool bobbins
(some with thread/yarn and some
without) will be provided, as well as a
variety of reeds for you to design your
own basket. A pre-stained and poly
finished hard wood base will start you out
on your one-of-a-kind creation.

Designed to hold my Granddaughters
“Beanie Babies” and “Critters”. This little
Critter cradle starts with a unique swirlcovered base. The hood is an open lattice
weave. Then finish with a braided rim.
Color choices available.

TH-2-1
TH 1:00-3:00

TH-2-3
TH 1:00-3:00

TH-2-4
TH 1:00-3:00

Cathy Sylvester

$ 25.00

2 Hours

$ 48.00

2 Hours

$ 30.00

2 Hours

2 1/2" L x 2 1/2" W x 2 1/2" H
Beginner

5" D x 10" H w/o handle
Beginner

3 1/2" L x 3 1/2" W x 6" H
Beginner

Hexahedron

Water Bottle Holder

Woven Autumn Candle Jar

A Hexahedron is a three-dimensional
figure with 6 equal sides. Create this one
with a poster board structure that serves
as a mold and stays inside the basket.
Then weave over, under and around the 6
triangular surfaces and discover that you
are weaving a double-walled basket
without even trying. Add a cord hanger
with beads and sea grass tassel. Material
included for a second Hex. Patience and

Woven on a round wood base, this basket
is woven around a plastic mold that is
included with the class. Your choice of a
plain shaker tape handle or a designed
canvas handle. Coordinated dyed reed will
be available to add to the design.

Let's get ready for the autumn season by
weaving this scented soy jar candle!
Students will learn to weave around a
form, shape while twining and personalize
a design choosing from wide variety of
colors, jar rings and tie-ons.

TH-2-5
TH 1:00-3:00

TH-2-6
TH 1:00-3:00

TH-2-7
TH 3:30-5:30

Karen Kotecki

Julie Kleinrath

Cathy Sylvester

getting used to glue are required

$ 35.00

2 Hours

$ 30.00

2 Hours

$ 18.00

2 Hours
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4" L x 5" W
Beginner

4" D x 3 1/2" H
Intermediate

2"-3 3/8" L x 2"-3 3/8" W x 2"-3 3/8" H

Dragonfly

Glass Jar Pincushion Basket
Julie Kleinrath

Paper Boxes

Annetta Kraayeveld

Dragonfly is just so cute. This brightlycolored insect is created with beads, reed,
waxed cord and wire. Lots of techniques
to learn to get it just right. Once you do,
you want to create a garden-full of
Dragonfly’s. Material for a second
included. Patience with wire required
Additional tools needed: Beader’s nylon
jaw pliers if you have them.

This woven base basket starts with a 6
sided base and is twined. A band of chain
waling in dyed round reed is added to the
design to give it a bit of color. Kit includes
a glass mason jar with an embroidered
basket and bead embellishment designed
and made by the teacher. An assortment
of colors and embroidered baskets will be
available to choose from.
Additional tools needed: Favorite
packing tool

Three simply elegant boxes, more
challenging than you would expect and so
much fun! Make them all in one color or
mix and match paper. Teacher will
provide a wide choice of paper (painted
and precut). Students will finish at least
one box and may have time to start a
second box.
Additional tools needed: Sharp scissors,
small bent packer

TH-2-8
TH 3:30-5:30

TH-2-9
TH 3:30-5:30

TH-4-15
TH 1:00-5:00

Karen Kotecki

$ 35.00

2 Hours

$ 40.00

2 Hours

Advanced

$ 68.00

4 Hours

11" D x 8" H w/o handle
Intermediate

9" L x 4 1/2" W x 5 1/2" H w/o handle

Advanced

20" D
Intermediate

Yvonne

Pine Needle Tote

Octagon Wall Mirror

Students will weave on a hardwood base
while triple twining and twill weaving with
reverse to create an arrow effect. A crown
of jewels will be added to the waxed linen
lashing using three different types of
beads including crystals to catch every ray
of sunlight. Choose from either Emerald
Green or Coral.
Additional tools needed: Small packer,
long beading needle. Beading tray and/or
beading foam is helpful

Learn the ‘Carlson Combo’ creating the
lattice look. NOT for the first time coiler.
Learn to transition from row to row so
your design is beautiful! Start with a
footed base in your choice of hardwood.
Finish with leather handles. Coiling,

Perfect size for the wall, this accent mirror
is woven in the octagon shape. The
double braided border is woven twice,
once on the inside then outside to finish
mirrors edge. Not an easy braid to do, but
weaving it twice makes it easier to learn.
Three sizes of wood beads are inserted
into the weaving. Woven on a wood base,
glass mirror attached, hook for hanging.
Mirror blocked out for photo purposes.

Becky Bechtel

TH-FR-10-18

TH- 3:30-5:30 &
FR- 8:00-5:00

Pamela Talsky

$ 78.00

10 Hours

tension control, keeping a full gauge,
start and end knowledge are required.
Additional tools needed: Fine sewing
scissors, needle nose pliers, Ott
light/glasses

TH-FR-12-20

TH- 1:00-5:00 &
FR-8:00-5:00

$ 185.00

12 Hours

Sandy Atkinson

FR-6-21
FR 8:00-3:00

$ 58.00

6 Hours
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6"-7" L x 1/2" W - length varies to fit wrist

Beginner

9" D x 5 1/2" H
Advanced Beginner

3 1/2" D x 3 1/2" H
Intermediate

Night and Day Bracelet

Chocolate Twist Basket

Diamonds in Cedar

Do you weave during the day? Or at
night? This beaded bracelet is done in odd
count peyote stitch using 11/0 Japanese
delica beads and has alternating squares of
dark and light. Students will have a choice
of several different border colors. Teacher
will provide battery powered Ott lights for
use in class.

Woven on a wood base in both Chocolate
paper twist and cotton cording. Shaping
will be a big feature of this basket. The
basket is finished with a waxed linen
lashing and fancy button and plenty of
beads to match your cotton cording and
waxed linen.

Using wire and ash over cedar bark
spokes, this basket will be twined,
employing two techniques of X's.
Diamond patterns will be visible, inside
and out. A double lashed border will
finish this small basket. Experience in

FR-6-22
FR 8:00-3:00

FR-6-24
FR 8:00-3:00

FR-8-30
FR 8:00-5:00

Barb McNally

$ 35.00

6 Hours

Julie Kleinrath

$ 50.00

6 Hours

Polly Adams Sutton

twining required

Additional tools needed: Small packing
tool, basket shears, spray bottle, tapestry
needle

$ 120.00
8 Hours

8 1/2" W x 6 1/2" H - 8" x 10" framed

Advanced

14" L x 14" W x 23" H w/handle
Intermediate

7" L x 11" W x 20" H w/handle
Intermediate

Bargello Medallion

Double Diamonds

Working with five different sizes of Black
Ash, students will learn to follow a graph
to weave this beautiful framed wall piece.
Students will be contacted prior to class
via email to choose the color to weave
with. Keeping the piece straight and even
to fit in the frame will be emphasized in
class. Handmade barn wood 8 x 10 frame
is included with the class.
Additional tools needed: Spoke weight,
small waxed linen Weave Rite tool

This large oblong basket starts on a wood
base. The placement of dyed and natural
spokes, weavers, and overlays creates the
lovely stacked weaving and dynamic
diamond pattern. Keeping the sides
straight up this tall basket is the weaving
challenge. Leather bushel handles.
Additional tools needed: Insta-set
purple label glue, tapestry needle

Appalachian Key Basket-ribbed
Basket

FR-8-31
FR 8:00-5:00

FR-8-32
FR 8:00-5:00

Gina Kieft

$ 75.00

8 Hours

Debbie Mroczenski

$ 95.00

8 Hours

Cindy Pauchey

Key Basket has a flat back to hang against
a wall. The front of is rounded to form a
pocket to hold mail, keys or simply add a
floral arrangement. The braided handle
runs into the Gods eye on each side.
Learn basic ribbed construction along
with eyeballing your sculptural shaping.
Additional tools needed: Sharp paring
knife, scissors, water bucket

FR-8-34
FR 8:00-5:00

$ 90.00

8 Hours
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8 1/2" D x 10" H
Intermediate

2" W x 2 3/4" H w/handle
Beginner

10" L x 10" W x 7" H w/handle
Advanced Beginner

Faded Dreams

Mini Posey Basket

An explosion of color. There will be
discussion on dying reed – including space
dying and over dyeing. Techniques
include: twill weave, four rod locking row,
twining, lattice work and lots of shaping.
Class kits will be available in ‘Shades of
Purple’ and ‘Sunset Sky’. Students will
over dye the completed basket at home –
dye and dye bag provided.
Additional tools needed: Small packer,
#20 tapestry needle

This sweet little basket is perfect for you
to imagine gathering the first flowers of
spring. Explore twining with fine wire,
blending color and then making a handle,
to turn this into the basket in your dreams
of spring.
Additional tools needed: Wire cutters,
chain nose pliers, round nose pliers,
packing tool, task light, extension cord

Handsome Carry-All with BuiltIn Handles

FR-8-35
FR 8:00-5:00

FR-8-37
FR 8:00-5:00

Annetta Kraayeveld

$ 85.00

8 Hours

Marilyn Moore

$ 100.00
8 Hours

Cathy Sylvester

This large basket features a solid bottom,
built in handles and over-weaving.
Instruction will be given to help students
learn basic design to personalize their
basket with color and pattern options.
Written patterns provided for smaller and
larger variations to create nesting baskets.
Additional tools needed: Packing tool,
sheers, spray bottle

ST-6-39
ST 8:00-3:00

$ 48.00

6 Hours

8 1/2" L x 5" W x 9 1/2" H w/handle
Intermediate

18" L x 14" W x 9 1/2" H w/o handle
Advanced Beginner

Spirit in Leather

Vanessa - Gathering Basket
Becky Bechtel

Mary and Jimmie Earl McKinzie

Woven on oval hoops, new design
incorporates stunning accent work: God's
eye, handle wrap, and accents woven in
leather. Class is taught w/concept of rib
theory and facts. Woven in o/o, round
reeds, beads and charm. May not finish in
class, but will have knowledge to finish on
own.

This popular and larger sized gathering
basket is designed in neutral colors to
compliment your hearth and home. The
large racetrack hard wood base is stained
and poly treated prior to class. The
placement of the weavers along with the
vertical overlays are what set Vanessa
apart. The leather strap handles make this
one an easy tote to use.

This double wall basket features a
herringbone base of dyed and natural
spokes. The inside walls are dyed reed that
matches the spokes. The outside is woven
with coordinating space-dyed and a collar
of triple twining. It is double lashed with
waxed linen. The result is a beautiful,
useful basket!

ST-8-42
ST 8:00-5:00

ST-8-43
ST 8:00-5:00

ST-8-44
ST 8:00-5:00

Sandy Atkinson

$ 69.00

8 Hours

$ 85.00

8 Hours

12" L x 9" W x 4 1/2" H
Advanced

Priscilla

$ 55.00

8 Hours
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15" D x 8 1/2" H
Advanced Beginner

18" D x 8 1/2" H w/handle
Intermediate

7"-8" D x 13"-15" H - Gourd sizes vary

Stacked

Debbie Mroczenski

Baby Bushel

Gail Hutchinson

Landscape gourd weaving

This round basket is generous in size and
easy to weave. The placement of spokes,
weavers, and overlays creates the Stacked
pattern. Spokes will be glued to the rim
row which gives the rim weaving a neater
finish. Our technique for adding the
leather handles hides the overlaps inside
and out and puts the handle openings
around both rim bands. Learn the blanket
stitch woven with polyester cord.

This is a big beautiful basket full of color.
Starting with a wooden bottom, it is
woven over a class mold so the shape is
perfect. Learn 4 rod-wale with a step-up
and a reverse, 1-2 twill, how and when to
add handles. Amish leather handles finish
this basket.
Additional tools needed: Cable ties

This gourd is all about weaving. Learn
how to warp a loom, the gourd in this
case. After warping, let the weaving begin.
Using regular yarn of different textures,
wax linen thread and round reed, weave
what looks like a landscape or choose just
a pattern of colors you like. Finish with a
triple twined twill woven base.
Additional tools needed: Scissors,
Dremel hand held drill for holes or you
may use mine, I have awls to use

ST-8-46
ST 8:00-5:00

ST-8-47
ST 8:00-5:00

ST-8-48
ST 8:00-5:00

$ 75.00

8 Hours

$ 92.00

8 Hours

Advanced Beginner
Cindy Pauchey

$ 90.00

8 Hours

11" D x 12" H
Advanced

2" W x 1 3/4" H
Beginner

12" L x 12" W x 14" H w/lid
Intermediate

Aurora Borealis

A Little Twist, Twined Wire
Basket

Karen Kotecki

Annetta Kraayeveld
This beautiful basket is made with all dyed
reed: black and a rainbow of other colors to add a spark of fun. After weaving a
beautiful 2/2 twill base, we will switch to a
3/3 twill for the sides. This class will focus
on shaping, shaping, shaping.

Cathead and twill experience

Additional tools needed: Small packer,
#20 Tapestry needle

ST-8-49
ST 8:00-5:00

$ 98.00

8 Hours

Marilyn Moore

Oxley

There is something magical about baskets
and this one is no exception. Blend color
by using copper strips and copper wire for
spokes and fine colored wire as a twining
material. The basket makes a “little twist”
as new spokes are added.
Additional tools needed: Wire cutters,
chain nose pliers, round nose pliers,
packing tool, task light, extension cord

Oxley is a square-to-round lidded basket
with a woven inside lip, perhaps a new
technique for some. The lid is the real
weaving challenge. Learn to set up the
weaving, cut and divide the spokes and
weave to get a good shape and the right
diameter. This may take more than 1 try
so lots of patience required. Attach the
wood ball feet, lid pull, and wire jelly-jar
handle. Tools provided. Willingness to

ST-8-51
ST 8:00-5:00

ST-8-52
ST 8:00-5:00

$ 100.00
8 Hours

try, try again when it comes to the lid

$ 90.00

8 Hours
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9" L x 5" W x 10" H w/o handle
Intermediate

4" D x 3 1/2" H
Advanced

15" L x 12" W x 3 1/2" H
Advanced

Copper Riverstone Pouch

Cedar Knothole Cathead

Fall Twill

Woven on an oval wood base, this basket
is woven in a continuous weave adding
copper foil overlay on both sides of the
basket as you weave up the sides. The
basket is finished with a long adjustable
leather handle. The lid is made from soft
heavy duty fabric that beads are sewn onto
during the class. Finished lids will be for
sale during Marketplace.
Additional tools needed: Favorite
packing tool

Using cedar bark for the spokes and ash
for the weavers, this basket will be twined
with a method of X's. Magnet wire helps
shape this free form cathead topped with
a knothole accent row and finished with a
folded border. Experience in twining
Additional tools needed: Small packing
tool, basket shears, spray bottle, tapestry
needle

This challenging colorful pictorial tray of
acorns, oak leaves and a jack-o-lantern is
woven from a graph as each line of the
base is different from the one before and
the one after. When complete this will be
a treasured piece. Twill experience is a

Julie Kleinrath

ST-8-53
ST 8:00-5:00

$ 80.00

8 Hours

6" D x 6 1/2" H
Advanced Beginner

Tribal

Polly Adams Sutton

ST-SN-10-58

ST- 8:00-5:00 &
SN - 8:00-10:00

$ 135.00

10 Hours

Pam Milat

must and graph reading knowledge
preferred
Additional tools needed: Awl

ST-SN-12-59

ST 8:00-5:00 &
SN - 8:00-12:00

$ 77.00

12 Hours

9 1/2" L x 8" W x 5 1/2" H
Intermediate

8" D x 8"-12" H - Gourd sizes vary
Beginner

Gina Kieft

Debbie Mroczenski

Cascade

“Screamers”

Learn to weave a round base. Shaping of
the pot belly side weaving will be
emphasized. Tribal space dyed weavers of
black, rust brown and cinnamon sugar will
be used. The rim is double lashed with
waxed linen. Curls are added for
dimension. Finish by hanging an
assortment of beads for an embellishment.

Another in my series of swirl-base baskets,
a technique covers a drilled wood base
with swirled spokes. Catch the twist both
in the start and in the finish. This design
takes the spokes on a journey from the
base to the lacey rim, finishing with a
gentle cascade as they find their way back
to home base.
Additional tools needed: Awl

Just in time for Halloween the screamers
are here! These cute gourds are fun and
fast to make. We will use wax linen to
accent eyes and also to use for the large
open mouth of the screamers. But watch
out, they may be watching you!

SN-4-62
SN 8:00-12:00

SN-4-63
SN 8:00-12:00

SN-4-65
SN 8:00-12:00

$ 35.00

4 Hours

$ 40.00

4 Hours

Cindy Pauchey

$ 60.00

4 Hours
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1" W x 2" H
Beginner

8" L x 6 1/2" W x 5" H
Advanced Beginner

4" D x 9 1/4" H w/o handle
Advanced Beginner

Lantern Pendant, Twined wire

Black Cherry

This elegant pendant, worthy of a queen,
is twined using fine colored wires blended
for a pleasing effect. Attach a pearl for the
final touch of class. Students can also
choose to make earrings instead of a
pendant. Students will receive materials
for both earrings, and pendant.
Additional tools needed: Wire cutters,
chain nose pliers, round nose pliers,
packing tool, task light, extension cord

Named after the 3 woods used to weave
the accent section of this oval reed basket,
black ash for curls, black walnut for
weavers and cherry for weavers. Shaping
will be stressed to get the right diameter
for the delicate 3-row curl section. The
half-round rim is overlayed with cherry
and lashed with cord. Base will have
spokes inserted and first 2 rows woven.
Additional tools needed: Sharp side
cutters, small packing tool

Copper Desert Wine Bottle
Holder
Woven on a wood base, in turquoise dyed
3mm flat/oval and flat copper colored
wire. The basket is finished with sewn
leather handle and finished with turquoise
colored waxed linen and embellished with
turquoise and copper colored beads. Mold
included with class
Additional tools needed: Favorite
packing tool

SN-4-68
SN 8:00-12:00

SN-4-69
SN 8:00-12:00

SN-4-70
SN 8:00-12:00

Marilyn Moore

$ 70.00

4 Hours

12" L x 20" W x 2" H
Beginner

Tobacco Basket

Karen Kotecki

$ 50.00

4 Hours

4 Hours

Go Nuts!

Pamela Talsky

Tobacco Basket is ideal for hanging on
the wall with decoration added. Made on a
wooden rectangle hoop and rimmed to
complete. This is a very easy basket to
complete.
Additional tools needed: Hot glue gun

Coil a little nut cup–or 2 or 3! Start with a
walnut slice center, coil a reversible chain
stitch. Several design options will be
taught, including increasing stitches,
adding a wrapped row ‘foot’ and accenting
with beads. Many bead colors to choose
from! Finish one in class–faster weavers
and experienced coilers may finish 2 or 3!
Materials will be enough for 3 baskets.
Additional tools needed: Sharp sewing
scissors, Ott light/glasses if needed

SN-4-71
SN 8:00-12:00

SN-6-72
SN 8:00-12:00

4 Hours

$ 60.00

3 1/2"-4" L x 2 1/2"-3" W x 1"-2" H
Beginner

Pat Moore

$ 45.00

Julie Kleinrath

$ 65.00

4 Hours
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